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Proposal: Sustainable Trade Advocacy (more interest to advocate showcased 
presence based on green and sustainable thinking rather than an interest to 
report registered presence based on being part of a business network or cluster)  
 
By 
 
K.S.Venkatram 
53, East Park Road, 
Between 15th & 16th cross,  
Malleswaram, 
Bengaluru – 560055 
Ph: 91-080-23347424 
M: 9342867666 
Email ID: venkataoec@gmail.com 

Considerations for SMART 
City 

Suitability (High, 
Medium, Low, Not 
rated) 

Other details 

Impact of proposal Medium, can serve as a 
model for dedicated 
organizations brain 
storming for this purpose 

Solution for sustainable 
development 
 
 

Feasibility, results orientation 
and cost effectiveness 

Medium Needs Financial & 
Human Capital 
investment and R & D 
 
 

Innovativeness and Scalability Medium Seen as a Benefits 
solution rather than a 
revenue building solution 
 

Risk mitigation for the future High 
 
 

Will help in environment 
preservation and 
sustainable development 

Process methodologies and 
Process group involvements 

Medium 
 
 

Needs approvals by 
different governing 
bodies  
 
 

mailto:venkataoec@gmail.com
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NEXT Steps called Green Asset Grids  
 
(Proposal from page 10) 
 
 
The speed observed in doing things today is largely an important 
accelerator for today’s need - self-management of carbon footprints.  
 
Ideating to meet 24/7 expectations 
 
Today, most of us have either invested or divested in some aspects 
of the 3Cs (i.e. Cooperation, Coordination and Commitment) to 
advance our goals.  
 
These goals can be classified as interests that are part of a 
connection called “Virtual-Lifetime advancement (or Virtual Family 
advancement)“, in which we put in a our wings of Connectivity and 
Interoperability called “24/7 TIM?” where T stands for time, I stands 
for interaction, M stands for money and “?” stands for what we have 
not dealt with while delivering for different needs.  
 
Evaluating past 24/7 expectations 
 
We review this orientation called “24/7 TIM?” and add to this 
conceptualization a context that is important today i.e. we add the 
letter “E” to the 24/7 TIM prefix to include an interest to manage 
emerging needs and impact. 
 

With this background, it needs to be said that all of us work in 
proactive interests to add more value or self-sustenance in our lives.  
 
 
For any us, it is common to want development and strategic 
advancement where we would like to intelligently manage what we 
see today as emergencies, limitations, and failures. 
 
We deal with increasing expectations but many a time lack the 
empowerment to address different needs in day-to-day relativity. 
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To address this concern in day-to-day relativity, we need a “virtual- 
lifetime-model” environment where there is more of a deterministic 
control of different lifecycles today. 
 
This “virtual-lifetime-model” environment’s control can make 
businesses design a more secure organization of their networks or 
ecosystems where there is safer housing, safer infrastructure, safer 
agriculture, safer engineering, safer healthcare, etc. You can read 
about AOEC business offerings for the same using the URL 
http://www.indiamart.com/akaash-open-enterprise 
 
More so, this “virtual-lifetime-model” control can add safer 
acclimatization. I find that after my many years in the engineering 
industry (where I had last designed and developed applications for a 
Server operating system pioneer) we mostly assume that we have 
universally adept “systems or network foundations” as we have all 
worked for many years in a common relativity i.e. the previously 
mentioned 3Cs. But, this is not so. 
 
We do some forward thinking to understand as to what could 
this new “24/7 TIME Experience” mean for all of us 
 
It could mean most of us are part of a specific number of “lifetime 
specific” environments that include a set of circles. To understand 
this we delve into what these circles could mean to us: 
 
1. The first circle of association includes the families that we are born 
in or are related to via some form of association. 
 
2. The second circle of association is TIME specific, where it 
comprises of experiences where we work as part of an industry, 
domain or community in different professional or strategic goals. 
 
3. The third circle of association is (Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities and Threats) SWOT analysis specific where we 
intermittently involve ourselves to use our inner interests to endeavor, 
to assess and improve the overall value of life in a global 
environment. 
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4. The fourth circle of association is a leading edge concept called the 
24/7 gears of change, where we work as part of a wheel of 
strategies to come up with different involvements for sustainable 
development, so as to address emerging complexities and 
uncertainties without added threats or enervation. The rising needs to 
make development sustainable, and mitigate climate change are 
examples of this involvement. 
 
5. The fifth circle of association is one that is dependent on the TIME 
and MOTION around us, where this time and motion has affected 
what we can call as a Soul’s basket i.e. where this is more of a 
correlated harmonious environment where we depend upon the 5 
earth elements (i.e. LAND, WATER, FIRE, SPACE AND what I call 
as the INNER mind’s ways) to achieve self-sustenance. 
 
Global warming, carbon emissions, deviations, depletions and 
… 
As each of us expect to use and consume from this basket, we need 
to relate to a problem that is soon going to affect all of us  - the 
number of interconnections that each of us will need or will utilize 
while we endeavor in life  
 
Today we all expect to control the impact to our environment. This 
expectation is dependent on each of our inner ways and then on the 
treadmill for technology that is continuously improving. Our inner 
ways are more important than the acceleration seen in the treadmill 
of technology – as it is this element that can accelerate control over a 
“correlated phenomena that has been empowering life”. The phrase 
correlated-phenomena can be termed as the number of associated 
networks that we are dependent upon during our lifetimes. 
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The Soul’s basket (harmony with the universe) and current 
reasoning 
 
I need to say that we as individuals or organizations are used to 
acquiring interconnections (for networks related to housing, 
infrastructure, agriculture, engineering, healthcare, etc) that lead to 
different emergent phenomena. The crucial nature of achieving 
sustenance is still open-ended, as we are later known to face issues 
arising out of such emerging phenomena in our environment.  
 
Introspection 
 
However when it comes to thinking about soul related phenomena, 
we act like it opens up a new world or for some a new concern of 
extinction…. 
 
We as people would like to know about what happens to us after 
death.  
 
To ask ourselves more about this question, we need to know that 
most of us deal with the issue as if it is based on a phenomena and 
not on our interconnections.  
 
This is too narrow a thought 
 
We start off by saying that to understand this phenomenon, we could 
use a virtual peripheral to see our after times. 
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5. Empowering formulae  
4. Help from Inner minds 
3. Development or advancement 

2. Associations based Networks 
1. Circles of associations 
 

What will this virtual peripheral seem like? 
 

 
Our interconnections      Our after-times The Divine 
 
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                    Balance 
 
 
This virtual peripheral will help us understand our 24/7 impressions or 
our accelerators that add to the existing virtual phenomena of 
problems, deviations, or depletions where all this will soon cause 
failures, retarded advancement or downtime. 
 
To address this issue of retarded advancement or downtime, this 
document looks at new 24/7 gears of change (called Green Asset 
Grids), where elements in each associated network revise their inner 
designs to add a green core (X) to accelerate health, growth and 
immunity (together termed as green emergence), which could then 
lead to improved interoperability, optimization and balancing for 
sustainability - which could thereon lead to new lifetimes of 
advancement (X*) instead of extinction. 
 
To understand the mission or new endeavor, we must ask ourselves 
whether we are soul-led peers or soul-driven entrepreneurs or 
businesses?  
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As a charter to this questioning, we start by thinking about the 
following insights and correlations 
 
1. New decisions-based axis for Go-Green initiatives that adds 
certain decision-making to the existing business vision and line of 
support strategies to ensure green emergence and uptime. 
 
2. Self-improvement in delivery models and networks to 
accelerate harmony, responsiveness and polarization (SMART 
convergence for sustainable lifecycles) instead of a 24/7 expectation 
“to produce, operate, serve or run businesses”.  
 
3. New 24/7 (Grid-based) gears of change that proactively protect 
and save the environment, where these gears can compliment the 
much evolving mode of policy making, governance, day-to-day 
administration and bottleneck control.  
 
4. New Hotspot control for SMART Convergence in addition to any 
methodology for Incident management, Fire fighting, Business 
continuity management and Disaster management. 
 
5. New self-healing for SMART Convergence, where different 
empowering formulae can improve decision-making for sustainable 
planning and development in lifecycle management, operations 
management and quality control methodologies. 
 
6. New conceptualization called Unified Enterprise Management 
for sustainable lifecycles and lifetimes, which is a step ahead in 
solutions (where today we find offerings like Cloud computing or 
neural networking).  
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Summary 
 
In this article we will focus on the fifth circle of association i.e. the 
effect of the various Jaivik and Pranik forces (i.e. Vibrations, Waves, 
Sounds and Light) on the space, or ether, or Akaash (the Climate 
Controller and Environment) for all of us. With today’s trends like 
global warming, climate change etc, we know this Climate Controller 
and Environment does actually decide as to which world can unfold 
before us. 
 
If you are a producer-consumer entity or organization that has a fair 
amount of money invested in today’s markets, solutions, products 
and technologies, this envisioning will change what you presently can 
do for sustainable development.  
 
It can help work towards climate change mitigation and green 
emergence. It can help design an index for a newer universal 
understanding called self-governance for business (trade) advocacy 
in our consumerism. 
 
 
AOEC’s plan was conceived in 2004, where the founder expected to 
innovatively address what is termed as need for better management 
in cycles connected with network infrastructure.  
 
Today though the AOEC is not very financial independent, the 
founding does look into issues affecting the global environment, 
where much focus is being given to addressing evolution, causality, 
existing voids or transformations in management systems affecting 
universal creativity for green businesses.  
 
It focuses on a universal truth in “different growth plans” that is 
sustainable development. 
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Systemic State Control and Sustainability Control (S&S gears) 
 
To add detail, AOEC’s offerings can be integrated into delivery model 
and service improvement programs to develop enterprise level 
empowerment for new but mature patterns for lifetime advancement. 
 
It can integrate 24/7 gears that make it possible for all connected to 
integrate harmonizing forces like 
 
(a) Vibrations (where there is independent effort by each entity for 
SMART Convergence strategies and patterns)  
(b) Waves (where there entities promote and show correlated 
envisioning for business (or trade) advocacy)  
(c) Sounds (where being heard or being recognized is about each 
entity demonstrating more acceptable development lifecycles) and  
(d) Light (where there is self-governance of business curves by each 
entity)  
 
To set the path we look at any factual involvement in the industry 
today, which starts with an organization’s business vision followed by 
the conception of a delivery model, finance management or portfolio 
management for investments to achieve the same.  
 
Till date we have experienced different impacts and issues at the 
global level, where we have a need to address issues like 
 
1. Limited business (or trade) advocacy platforms where there is no 
holistic universal involvement for safer housing, safer infrastructure, 
safer agriculture, safer engineering, safer healthcare, etc 
 
2. Diverse investment planning calendars that do not control the 
impact on the overall climate as enterprises are still unfolding their 
business curves and imprints 
 
3. Open-ended face value that does not use greener emergence to 
decide investment or timelines for Activity or Density 
 
4. A Limited Body of knowledge for business (or trade) advocacy as 
we still see pollution levels rising, financial crisis, causality, 
mismanagement of resource levels, incompatible SWOTs, and more 
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ensuing bottlenecks that can lead to a mismanaged timeline like what 
we last saw a couple of years earlier while addressing various Y2K 
issues at the global level. 
 
 
We do not use trade advocacy to better our vision for 
sustainable development 
 
The timeline being mentioned in point 4 is more of an open-ended 
timeline that does not have any business advocacy (i.e. advocacy for 
purchasing, selling or trading) for sustainability control and greener 
emergence.  
 
Most of the trading leads to Activity / Density gears which drive 
different sources & sinks to invest via global, national or local stock 
exchanges. 
 
In this environment investors are known to invest via 2 modes of 
trading i.e. A BULLS Vs BEARS APPROACH where bulls act for 
positive relativity based trading or bears act for conservative trading. 
 
The existing Activity / Density based methodologies do improve the 
growth indexes seen in the global or capital market, but we encounter 
many unseen issues or digressive imprints due to the ways in which 
investors evaluate the investment patterns. 
 
Today our understanding is still affected by our lack of convergent 
acclimatization, as we do not always ask ourselves more about wider 
perspectives like the need for sustainable development in the 
associated geography of the region associated with the seller, and 
the possible impact or positive contribution by the seller’s lifecycles, 
where our purchasing, selling or trading happens after we assess 
impact caused by the seller to the environment. 
 
This lack of trade advocacy cannot achieve a coordinated 
management of our investments. Added to this due to such issues, 
we cannot easily converge on the NEXT steps for sustainable 
development. 
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To do this, we look at a high level interest called the Polarizer for 
SDGP, where SDGP can stand for Millennium based Sustainable 
Development Growth Plans  
 
A core step is to go beyond today’s approach of production and 
consumption i.e. (1) delivering solutions, products, services or 
operations and (2) searching for real world details as investors, 
buyers or consumers, so as to accelerate planning, development, or 
growth to one that integrates a polarizing gear for sustainability and 
greener emergence.  
 
One example could be to revise today’s search tools. I myself use 
Google search often. My entrepreneurship interest is to envision 
further so that the search engine first acts to return information, but 
also returns details that accelerate a new platform called the self-
governing business (trade) advocacy platform that helps converge on 
investments such that they accelerate sustainable growth or greener 
emergence.  
 
The interest is to add a new 24/7 gear to systems (that run in 
networks, or connect to networks or to the Internet) so that users can 
use this gear for a principle called “Polarization of search results” 
where the search engine adds a plane of universality to include 
information about the Green Asset (relativity) levels found in the 
user’s search results, in the producer’s lifecycles and in the 
associated geographical location. 
 
We could use this information to decide as to whether we would like 
to recommend, purchase or trade with such a producer for related 
solutions, products or services. 
 
This search engine related improvement could add more unity for 
sustainability control in today’s environment  
 
To understand more of this, the next step could be to request for the 
Unified Enterprise Management toolkit that will design, implement 
and support a self-governing business (trade) advocacy platform 
(called the Green Assets Grid) for your enterprise or network.  
 
You could do this by sending me a mail at venkataoec@gmail.com 
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    Current Trade advocacy, GDP indexes, Cost control  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 

 

Green Asset Grids could help such scenarios 
 
 

To conclude, this document proposes that we could work as part of a 
new Green Assets Grid (a network that links entities and publishes 
information about autonomic endpoints called Green Assets that help 
achieve sustainability and green emergence) instead of purely 
working on being bulls or bears or ordinary investors while 
implementing a framework for trading, buying or selling and 
consumerism in the market. 
 

This proposal helps deploy a synthetic time involvement for sustainability, 
where this involvement is based on the principle of being autonomic.  

  

Interoperability 
Optimization 
Balancing for 
sustainability 


